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ABSTRACT

Ridho, Muhammad Syaid, 2018

: Slang Words in Dialogues Freedom Writers
Movie. English Literature Department Adab
and Humanities Faculty, The State Islamic
University Sulthan Thaha Saifuddin Jambi.

Supervisor I

: Minsakutra, SS, M.Hum

Supervisor II

: Tira Mariana, SS, M.Hum

Language has important function in society‟s life. There is non-standard
language which has been known as Slang Language. Slang Language has very
informal expression which is more common in spoken language. In this thesis the
writer discusses about analysis of slang words in Freedom Writers Movie by
Richard La Gravenese. The purpose of this study is to find out the slang words,
the kind of Slang words, the function of slang words and the reason that is used by
students in Freedom Writers Movie. The writer focuses the study on Freedom
Writers Movie, produced by Richard LaGravenese and Paramount Pictures, 2007.
The writer uses descriptive qualitative method, where she describes one by
one word or phrase of slang language from the movie. From the analysis, the
writer selects two kind of slang, they are: society slang and public house slang. To
support the analysis, the writer uses some dictionaries of slang language and other
related references.
The writer also uses some theories that related to slang language and the
definition of slang. To find the words or phrases of slang, the writer has already
selected thirteen of slang words and phrases from the movie and analyzes them
one by one.
Finally, the writer would like to this thesis be useful for all the students of
English literature. The writer also expects to all the readers and students to enrich
their knowledge about the slang words.
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ABSTRAK

Ridho, Muhammad Syaid, 2018

: Slang Words in Dialogues Freedom Writers
Movie. English Literature Department Adab
and Humanities Faculty, The State Islamic
University Sulthan Thaha Saifuddin Jambi.

Supervisor I

: Minsakutra, SS, M.Hum

Supervisor II

: Tira Mariana, SS, M.Hum

Bahasa memiliki fungsi penting dalam kehidupan masyarakat. Ada bahasa
non-standar yang telah dikenal sebagai Bahasa Slang. Bahasa Slang memiliki
ekspresi sangat informal yang lebih umum dalam bahasa lisan. Dalam skripsi ini
penulis membahas tentang analisis kata-kata slang dalam Freedom Writers Movie
karya Richard La Gravenese. Tujuan dari penelitian ini adalah untuk mengetahui
kata-kata slang, jenis kata-kata Slang, fungsi kata-kata slang dan alasan yang
digunakan oleh siswa dalam Freedom Writers Movie. Penulis memfokuskan studi
pada Freedom Writers Movie, yang diproduksi oleh Richard LaGravenese dan
Paramount Pictures, 2007.
Penulis menggunakan metode deskriptif kualitatif, dimana ia
menggambarkan satu per satu kata atau frase bahasa gaul dari film. Dari hasil
analisis, penulis memilih dua jenis slang, yaitu: bahasa gaul masyarakat dan gaul
masyarakat. Untuk mendukung analisis, penulis menggunakan beberapa kamus
bahasa slang dan referensi terkait lainnya.Penulis juga menggunakan beberapa
teori yang terkait dengan bahasa gaul dan definisi bahasa gaul. Untuk menemukan
kata atau frasa slang, penulis telah memilih 13 kata slang dan frasa dari film dan
menganalisanya satu per satu.
Akhirnya, penulis ingin agar skripsi ini bermanfaat bagi semua siswa
sastra Inggris. Penulis juga mengharapkan kepada semua pembaca dan siswa
untuk memperkaya pengetahuan mereka tentang kata-kata slang.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background of Problem
Language is a communication tool used by humans to interact with
the social environment. Social communities can be defined as a group of
people who are bound to one another and have a common goal to be
achieved. While language is a tool used to communicate with the public in
order to achieve the goal. Language is seen to have an important role in the
process of human interaction with each other. By using human language can
work together, in politics, running economy, and relate to other human beings
around the world. Through the language of a person can also spread the ideas,
thoughts, and views to others.1
Language is part of culture. So the language can be considered as a
tool to reflect the identity of a community or ethnic group. Language is not
just a process to produce certain sounds or construct words into a complete
sentence. Additionally, the process includes a lot of things related to social
aspects. Without realizing it, a person produces language taking into account
aspects such as the speaker, the situation, the purpose and the topic of
conversation, the conversation function, even prestige generated when said a
speech. Indirectly language has shown someone's identity when speechless.
Listener or the other person will be able to recognize where someone comes

1
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from, how the level of education, and with whom he was hanging out with a
style that he uses.
Therefore, since the 1960s linguists started developing the science of
language in relation to the social context that is known to sociolinguistics.
Simply put, sociolinguistics can be understood as the science that studies the
relationship of language with social life. Science describes how a person
speaks differently in the context of the conversation is different, how the
social function of a language and how language can reflect social meanings.
The research in the field of sociolinguistics study is very broad and
not limited in number due regard to the language used someone to interact in
various social contexts different. A researcher can study the dialects, namely
the use of language multicultural society with regard to the study of the
national language and the local language, or idiolect that examines the use of
language by different individuals relating to aspects of age, gender, and even
social status in society.
An example of sociolinguistics research could be a case study of
someone who using a different language variations when he met with others
outside the group language, talking to people who are older or younger than
himself, or give an opinion in the context of the situation and discussions with
a variety of topics. In addition to the observation of the language used in
direct conversation, sociolinguistics also will possibly study of objects that
others, such as the language used by the author of magazines and tabloids, the
language style of young people who are in a state of social networking, even

3

the language used in literary works, such as short stories, novels, songs, and
movies, as literary works certainly will stand on a phenomenon that can be
found in the field.
Sociolinguistics is also familiar with the slang language (slang).
defines slang as an alternative words that is hard to explain but it is used to
express a concept that is understood by almost everyone, fundamental
qualities of slang is no acceptance of this language in general but people use
to create a concept to more simple.2
Slang is defined by the Longman Advanced American Dictionary as
„very informal language that includes new and sometimes offensive words,
and that is those used especially only by people who belong to a particular
group, such as young people or criminals‟. Then slang generally implies
playful, informal speech.
In addition, people do not use slang in public such as in meeting,
official documents, announcements, speeches and scholarly books because it
could be vulgar, offensive and make people uncomfortable. If people use
slang in a bad way, it will cause him or her.
Then the reason I choose the slang word as a topic in this research is
to readers and researchers can easily understand about slang. Since we know
in casual conversations that native speakers do, they often use language like
this to make conversations that feel uncomfortable. For that researchers hope
that this research can facilitate the reader in the form of casual conversation. I
2
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also hope that research on this topic can also add to the repertoire of science
in the field of linguistics in particular.
In Addition, I chose this topic is also to understand the relationship
between language, social and culture. As we know that language, social, and
culture have a very close relationship in the life of society. And we see in
everyday life, so many language changes are continually evolving and
influenced by the social and cultural environment that is also undergoing
change and development.
Freedom Writer Movie is a perfect description of the sociolinguistic
phenomena that occur in multicultural societies specifically talked about
slang. Here, it seems obvious differences in the use of the language style used
by peoples of different ethnic groups and as well as having diverse
backgrounds. Differences in the use of language that stands out in this film
based on the differences of race, color, social background and family, and the
education level of the speakers of the language. The film is set in Los
Angeles underscores the difference between the white community with
education level high and the social life that is good and immigrant
communities of color such as Asian - American, Latino, and African American, rural communities with low levels of education and social life
which cannot be separated from inter-gang warfare.
Slang usage can also be found in the vocabulary elections tend to be
produced in the dialogue that took place between the students in the class.
Erin Gruwell as a teacher and educated tend to use basic vocabulary, and not

5

infrequently also introduced the term - the scientific and political terms, such
as choosing to use Retaliation said with a sense of revenge rather than using
the generic term revenge. Instead, students tend to use non-standard
vocabulary, slang and was not impressed educational, like a bitch, shit, ass,
stupid, stupid, shit, crap, and dirt. It must have been influenced by their social
life from the region - Los Angeles suburb with the majority of people of the
same race as well as the level of education and economic under - average.
Shown in the example below:
Gloria: Ms. G, he just took my damn bag!
Jamal: Shut up! Ain't nobody touched your damn bag.
Gloria: Yeah, I saw you.3
In the example above shows that Gloria, one of the students who
come from Latin America, call Erin Gruwell as Ms. G. Calls informal is
generally used by American minority communities. This can be compared
with the formal call addressed to Erin Gruwell by another student who was
originally from Los Angeles, who call Erin as Ms. Gruwell.
As for the following problems trying to analyze slang Americans in
the movie Freedom Writers a drama inspired by the experience of a teacher at
Woodrow Wilson Classical High School in Eastside, Long Beach, California
with students who come from various ethnic groups and different
backgrounds, this Research tries to look at the relationship between the
language of the cultural background of the speaker, as well as the level of

3
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education and social background which is owned by a speaker in said
English.
By title An Analysis of Slang Words In Dialogue of Freedom Writers
Movie by Richard La Gravenese.

B. Limitation of Problem
In this research, the researchers limit the research only on slang words
contained in Freedom Writers Movie that use by student character in 203
Classroom, Slang words found in freedom writer‟s movie, the kind of slang
word used in Freedom Writers Movie, and the function of slang words used
by student characters in 203 classroom in this movie.

C. Formulation of Problem
In order to make the scope of this research guided and did not out
from the precision outline, so the researchers formulated the problem as
follows:
1.

What are slang words found in Freedom Writers Movie?

2.

What are the kind of slang words that found in Freedom Writers movie?

3.

What are the functioned of slang words found in Freedom Writers
movie?

7

D. Purpose of Research
1.

To find the slang word used in Freedom Writers Movie

2.

To find the kind of slang word used in Freedom Writers Movie.

3.

To know the function of slang words found in Freedom Writers Movie

E. Significance of Research
The benefits of this research are to provide the reader, especially for
researcher knowledge about term of Slang word. And in order for the reader,
especially researchers to easily understand and comprehend the languages
used by the slang word. Making it easier for us to communicate without
confusion to understand the intent of the language they used.
This research is also conducted with the aim to provide knowledge
and understanding that the dynamics of language change, structurally or not,
is strongly influenced by the social in our daily environment. With this
research, researchers are also very hopeful to provide a significant benefit
about the dynamics of language that increasingly evolves as the social
changes that occur in our lives today.

CHAPTER II
THEORITICAL FRAMEWORK
A. Review Of Related Theories
1. Sociolinguistics
According Trudgill (1974: 32) in Lastika Ary Prihandoko defines
sociolinguistics as a branch of linguistics concerned with language.
Language is considered as a social cultural phenomenon. Sociolinguistics
investigates the correlations between fields or language with society. It
also has close relation with the social sciences, especially social
psychology. Anthropology, human geography and sociology. 4
According

to

Yule

(2010:

254)

in

Fika

Nur

Anggita

sociolinguistics is a part of sociolinguistics study with which focuses on
language which is dealing with social and cultural phenomenon in one
society. It usually explores the field of language, society, and things which
are related to social sciences. Especially, psychology, anthropology, and
sociology.5
In according with those two linguists, Holmes (2013: 01) in Fika
Nur Anggita also says that people who studying linguistics will probably
concern on describing people‟s different ways of speaking in different
social contexts. Moreover, Holmes argues that sociolinguistics also try to

4

Ary Prihandoko Lastika. 2012. A Thesis. An Analysis of Slang Words Used By The
Characters In “Ramona and Beezus” Movie (Sociolinguistics Approach). Faculty of Latters And
Fine Arts; English Department; Sebelas Maret University Surakarta. p. 07
5
Nur Anggita Fika. 2015. A Thesis, A Thesis, A Sociolinguistics Analysis of Taboo
Words in Bad Teacher Movie. Faculty of Languages And Arts; English Educations Department;
Yogyakarta State University. p.09

8

9

investigate the use of language to convey messages. As language functions
to convey message, there must be social interactions between the member
of community. Those social interactions can indicate the relationship of
the people who are involved. Thus, sociolinguistics is essential in
explaining the interactions between the members of society.6
Based on definition above, sociolinguistics is a large field of
knowledge studying the relations between language and its society.
sociolinguistics focuses in how people use language differently by its
region, how individual speaker use language, and how language is used
differently between at school and home.

2. Definition of Slang
After reading some sources, the researchers finds several
definitions of slang general and researchers will try to describe about
theories of slang proposed by linguist, as follows;
Slang appears from the first time in sixteenth century, only certain
people who understand it and commonly they come from under world or
lowest grade in social class of society.
Edward Sapir said that Slang a language consisting of either new
words or phrases and it‟s below the standard of the cultivated speech, or it
might be said that slang is ordinary words or phrases in arbitrary sense and

6

Fika Nur Anggita. 2015. A Thesis, A Thesis, A Sociolinguistics Analysis of Taboo
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having a conventional but vulgar or inelegant use, because slang is the
special vocabulary of thieves, vagabonds, etc.7
After decade has changed, slang language has developed also. In
history of slang it can be seen that slang changes rapidly and keeps on
developing in every decade. So, slang is not only used by criminals or
vagabonds but also becomes popular in society, as Pei and Gaynor said
that Slang is a style of language in faintly common use, produced by
popular adaptation and extension of the meaning of existing words and by
coining new words with disregard for scholastic standards and linguistics
principles of the formation of words; generally peculiar to certain classes
and social or age groups.8
Slang is not used in formal conversation. It is usually used in
informal situation when there is no rule to say something, and used by the
same age, mostly young person who wants something new,
As Wills said that Slang is the result of linguistic inventiveness,
especially of young and lively persons who want fresh, original pungent,
or racy terms with which they can rename ideas, actions, and objects that
they feel strongly about. It can be said that slang is the result of a
combination of linguistic irreverence and a reaction against staid, stuffy,
pompous, pretentious, or colorless diction. In other hand, slang used to
reduce the formality of a conversation.9
7

Dell Hymes, Language in Culture and Society, A Reader in Linguistics and
Anthropology, (New York: Harper & Row, 1964), p. 395
8
Alwasilah Chaedar, Sosiologi Bahasa, ( Angkasa: Bandung, 1985), p. 57
9
Alwasilah Chaedar, Sosiologi Bahasa, p.57
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Slang is like fashion or lifestyle, it changes anytime rapidly
depending on decade. Slang may used by everyone who want something
new in words or speech. Some people may say that slang is the vulgar
language, but the fact is most of society use slang in the daily life even
slang language still develops. However, slang appears for some humour
like a street jokes, gaiety, etc.
According to John Camden Hotten Slang represents that
evanescent, vulgar language, ever changing with fashion and taste, spoken
by persons in every grade of life, doesn‟t matter rich or poor, honest and
dishonest. He also said that slang in indulged in form a desire to appear
familiar wit life, gaiety, town-humour and with the transient nick names
and street jokes of the day. Slang is the language of street humor of fast,
high and low life, and it is become as old as speech and the congregating
together of people in cities.10
Based on those definitions above, the researchers knows that every
linguist has different perspective about the meaning of slang. However, the
researchers is able to conclude that slang represents vulgar language used
by person in every grade of life, it is the result of inventiveness by the
young and attractive people who want new something fresh and it is nonstandard language that carries connotations and overtones of irreverence,
cynicism, and humour.

10

Green Jonathan, Cassel’s Dictionary of Slang, ( London: Cassel & Co, 1998), p. v
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3. Kinds of Slang Language
According to Eric Partridge in his book “Slang, Today and
Yesterday” he states: “The different kinds of slang are numerous, and I
propose to treat of only the twenty four most important: after all, there are
limits”.11
In this part, the researchers only will explain some kinds of slang
language. Some of slang kinds are:
a.

Cockney Slang
Cockney slag is a form of English slang which originated in
the East End of London, and has been popularized by film, music, and
literature. Anthony Burges used rhyming slang as a part of the fictions
dialect in his classic book A clockwork Orange.12
Slang of former, except for a different in accent, is exactly that
of the speaker of Standard English, they employ one of the specific
slangs such as the commercial or the military. But the slang of the
latter is what is usually, and what will be called cockney slang. 13
Below are just a few of the most common examples of cockney slang:
1.

Eye in a sing, means crushed or defeated.

2.

See the breeze and taste the sun (with which compare feel the
shrimps) or as an expression of summer enjoyment at escaping
from London to an open common.

11

Partridge Eric, Slang Today and Yesterday, (London: Routledge & Regan Paul, 1950)

12

Anonymous, Slang, http://www.newworldencyclopedoa.org/entry/Slang. (11-10-2016)

p.148
22:33wib
13

Partridge Eric, Slang Today and Yesterday, p.149

13

3.

Old gay, general term of affection describing a wife14

b. Public House Slang
As the part of kinds of slang, public house group words and
phrases make up for the smallness of the recorded vocabulary by
nature the subject. The definition of public house slang is considered
as public house groups words and phrases make up for the smallness
of the recorded vocabulary by nature the subject. It is the main, genial,
cheery, materialistic, but not gross nor cynical.15
The example of public house slang are:
a)

Favorite vice, means strong drink taken habitually.

b) Liquor, A publican‟s euphemism for the water they use in
adulterating beer. In liquor, means drunk.
c)
c.

Straight dringking, means dringking while standing in the bar.

Workmen’s Slang
Lingking up with the public house is workmen‟s slang. This
kind also very closed to tradesman slang yet all in all. It is better to
consider them apart. The characteristic of the users of workmen‟s
slang don‟t mention the real something but they call it with another
name that already use and understood among them. Not only the
workmen but also the laborers using slang. In fact the town laborers
and town operative are much fluent with their slang than the farmer

14
15

Partridge Eric, Slang Today and Yesterday, p.151
Partridge Eric, Slang Today and Yesterday,p.159

14

laborers.16 Usually this slang used by people‟s activity in their
working and also related with money.
Here are some example of workmen‟s slang:
a) Brass, means money, this is very general term seems to have
originated in the cooper and ironworks.
b) Hummered, means married.
c) Want an apron, means to be out of work
d) Bucks means money, for example: “a hundred bucks to me” the
word bucks in this sentence means money.
d. Tradesmen’s Slang
In tradesman‟s slang as in workmen‟s slang, some words those
are now related from their origin slang and using by the workmen‟s
too. Of the slang term employed by the various trades, some are the
common property all or nearly all. But, in tradesman‟s slang consider
four as typical: tailors, butchers, chemist, and builders.
Here are some example of tradesman‟s slang:
a) House of permanent means a meeting of tailor‟s assistants and
apprentices in the shop.
b) Kick (intransitively) for work
c) Syrup means money
d) Cod, means a drunkard

16

Partridge Eric, Slang Today and Yesterday, p.162
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e.

Slang of Commerce
This slang is used in trade and the words are closely related to
the trade or commerce. According to professor Collison this slang is
“of business transaction of the various exchange the man in the street
will have heard of the formation trusts and ring, concerning a
commodity.17 It is often use by businessman mostly used in stock
exchange. Here are the examples of the slang of commerce:
a) Take the rate means to borrow stock, likewise give the rate is to
lend stock.
b) Rig means a combined effort to rise the price of stock artificially
and without regard to its merits.
c) Shunt means to buy and sell securities between two home
exchanges.

f.

Slang in Public School and University
In these kind students becomes the main source, because they
are fresh, full of spirit to move forward for their future. In public
school as in board school and private, it happened about more than
two centuries, there are two kinds of slang; a slang proper and
gibberish. The other kind of slang is almost impossible to generalize.
For every school has its special words known to no other school.
Here are some examples of public school slang:

17

Partridge Eric, Slang Today and Yesterday, p.167
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a) Bonse means head, for example “look out, or I‟ll fetch you a
whack across the bonse”
b) Bung means a lie, example; “everything he said is a bung”
c) What‟s the mat? Means, what is the matter?
Slang language in the university different from slang used in
public schools. They tend to leave and replace their old school slang
and change it with slang in university. They grow into adults and
cannot hold back and choose to do new things or ways of thinking in
and created their own rules of almamater. Now they are accustomed to
speak bluntly in their conversation with friends in university.
The examples of slang words or phrases that are used in
university:
a) Damn, means damage.
b) Leccer means a lecture.
c) Screwed up means to be vanquished.
g.

Society Slang
Every social group uses some kind of slang, by association,
those words and grammar become property of that group, something
that defines them in a certain way. In the modern world, slang has
become so much a defining trait of so many group that it is impossible
to ignore the impact it has had on western society. Unfortunately,
much of the impact it has had is by underscoring social and class

17

separations.18 Slang is part of communication in one form or the other.
Even though slang usually has a negative assumption and isn‟t widely
used by upper class or high social status its part of language and its
used in all kinds of situation of when people are not aware of it. They
do not realize that the way they speak differs from the way that their
predecessor spoke.
According to Partridge about society slang, he said “in society
and in all close corporations, group, and sections of society. Jargon
tends to develop in proportion to the degree of its own exclusiveness.
Society slang is concerned the spirit of universe, the world life, it also
hovers, joyously, or jauntily over objects and the practice of
slangster‟s own calling. With the different jargon treats that solemnity
and respect the avocation it serve, but slang seldom retains respect
toward it. Treats that avocation with the detached amusement that,
viewed from a far, every human activity seems to invite.19
Based on the statement above, the researchers thinks that
society slang which is commonly used in daily speaking and
connected to the society. Society slang si a term that the vocabularies
generally show the world, and life. It hovers and joyously. In society
slang is also much jargon the different between jargon and slang in
society slang are jargon treat with solemnity and respect the avocation

18

Mureen Rousseau, How Slang Reflects and Effects Modern Society.
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it serve, but sang, even where as seldom it retains respect toward it.
Treat that avocation with the detached amusement that, viewed from
afar, every human activity seems to invite. With special vocabulary
that easily change with the changing fashion.
Here are the examples of the society slang:
a) Snowy means over-dressed
b) Vogue means fashion or mode
c) Thou mean a thousand pound sterling.
h. Slang in Art
Slang in art has always along with the society. The words and
phrases of art are quickly adopted by society. Which is however
knows only a few words of artistic slang. The society likes it because
it was a fun thing for them. However, actually slang in art is more
difficult to guess in present day.
Below are the examples of slang in art:
a) Frame means picture.
b) Script means to work in sculpture.
c) Put the value on means to sign a picture.
i.

Slang in Theatre
Slang in theatre is related with slang in art because theatre is
one art term. The exact origin of slang is not known, although given
the nature of language as a living, changing entity, it is probably as
old as language itself.
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In theatre slang there are some familiar terms, such as actor by
professional is called pro. The man who us occasionally hired at
trifling remuneration to come upon the stage as one of a crowd, or
when a number of factor are wanted to give affect is name a supe. The
band or orchestra is generally spoken of as the menagerie. A ben is a
benefit and sal is for salary.
There are others example of slang in art, here are the
following:
a) Acting lady means an incapable actress. From the poor acting of
great majority of society women and girls that go on stage.
b) Paper house means theatre at a given performance has an
audience consisting mainly of those who have come with “paper”
complimentary ticket.
j.

Slang in Church
Slang not only appears from people in the street or in their
daily conversation, but also can be found from a holy place such as,
church. It come up that slang has long since penetrated in the forum,
and now we can meet it in the senate, even the pulpit itself is no
longer free from instruction. On the contrary, and in justice to the
clergy, it must be said that the principal disseminators of pure English
throughout the country are the minister of our established Church.
Here are the examples of slang in church:

20

a) Holly Joe means shallow, circular that worn by clergymen and
clergyman who use the word.
b) Candle shop means A Broad Church term for either a Roman
Catholic chapel.

4. Characteristic of Slang Language
Slang words began o creep into English Literature alhtought many
writers and schools were fiercely againts it, saying that it was vulgar,
corupted, uncultured, secret, and false, the dialect of the rabble, of beggars,
of gypsie and of thieves.20
Slang of Duke in Deka Susanti, today any writer may use slang
freely, especially in fiction, and drama. Some of slang expression arre
acceptable and others are a rude and impolite. Words or phrases may be
consider as slang if they fulfill one or more these characteristic21
a. Creativity
Creativity means

that

slang,

language

has

clevemess,

imagination, productively, and talent. Example; creativity of teenager‟s
creativity is creating Slang terms from the exiting words. In this case,
teenager‟s still use the original words, but acquire a new meaning,
which is different from its original meaning. Some of them is
constructed from the kind of colors, animals, and numbers, such as :
20
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- Black out meaning unconscious
- Pussy cat meaning honey, a gentle
- Eighty-six mean to get rid
b. Flippant
Flippant means that slang language has irrelevant word of the
contexts. Examples, flippant that makes this term considered as a rude
for instance, fucking, bitch, and shit.
c. Fresh
Fresh means that slang language has familiar words, different
words, up to date words. Example like dime means small amount of
money.
d. Onomatopoeic
Onomatopoeic means that slang language gas imitation words.
Example boohoo uses to express sadnees.22

5. The Function of Slang word
There are some reasons why people use slang, such as slang
represent the certain sub social group‟s identity, because it is cool, it seems
like fashion when everybody likes it, and it will be often used by people.
The slang usually accepted by young people, by the young people in hearts
as well as by the young in years, just for fun of thing.
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According to the British lexicographer, Eric Partridge (1894-1979),
people use slang for any of at least fifteen reasons:
1. In sheer high spirits, by the young people in heart as well as by the
young in years; just for fun of the thing; in playfulness or waggishness.
2. For delight in virtuosity.
3. To be different, to be novel
4. To be picturesque (either positively or – as in the wish to avoid
insipidity – negatively). this could be found from songs or poems.
5. To be unmistakably arresting, even startling.
6. To escape from cliché, or to be brief and concise, (actuated by
impatience with exiting terms).
7. To enrich the language. (This deliberateness is rare save among the
welleducated, Cockneys forming the most notable exception; it is
literary rather than spontaneous.)
8. To lend an air of solidity. Concreteness; to the abstract of earthiness to
idealistic; or immediacy and oppositeness to the remote. (In the cultured
the effort is usually premeditated, while in the uncultured it is almost
always unconscious when it is not rather subconscious).
9. a. To lesson the sting of, or on the other hand to give
additional point to, a refusal, a rejection, a recantation.
b. To reduce, perhaps also to disperse the solemnity, the pomposity, the
excessive seriousness of a conversation.
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c. To soften the tragedy, to lighten or to 'prettify' the inevitability of
death or madness, or to mask the ugliness or the pity of profound
turpitude (e.g.treachery, ingratitude); and/or thus to enable the
speaker or his auditor or both to endure, to 'carry on'.
10. To speak or write down to an inferior, or to amuse a superior public; or
merely tobe on a colloquial level with either one's audience or one's
subject matter.
11. For ease of social intercourse, (Not to be confused or merged with the
preceding.)
12. To induce either friendliness. or intimacy of a deep or a durable kind.
(Same remark).
13. To show that one belongs to a certain group.
14. To show or prove that someone does not belong to a certain group.
15. To be secret, not understood by those around one (children, students,
lovers, member of political, secret societies, and criminals in or out
prison. Innocent person in prison, are the chief exponent).23
Besides the reason above, slang can also considered as
unacceptable word for other people. Even some linguists points out slang
is the grunt of human hog and special vocabulary used by any set persons
of a low or vulgar type, but it depends on the particular groups in society,
if it is needed they will use it.
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B. Review of Related Research
Slang words have been analyzed by another student. The first thesis is
Deka Susanti one of student Literature Department (2013) of The State
Institute for Islamic Studies Sultan Thaha Saifuddin Jambi. She analyzed
entitled “The Usage of Slang Words As Seen in Welcom Home Roscoe Jenkins
movie by Malcom D.Lee. in her thesis she has analyzed used Maxim Theory
and Grice‟s Theory, the purpose of this research are to find out Slang words
which were used in dialogues, to find out the time slang words were used, to
find out the meaning of those slang words.24 The different Deka Susanti and
the writer is Deka Susanti focused to find out Slang word used in dialogues and
the meaning of those slang words in Welcom Home Roscoe Jenkins movie by
Malcom D.Lee, in contrast, is the researcher more focused to find out slang
word used in Freedom Writers Movie, the types, and the reason they used it.
The second researcher is Lukman Wiratama, student of English
Education Department of The State Institute for Islamic Studies Tulung Agung.
His analyzed entitled “Slang Used in Black Eyed Peas‟ in the E.N.D album. the
purpose of his thesis is to know characteristics of slang used and To find out
the meaning of slang found in Black Eyed Peas‟ in“The E.N.D album.25 The
different Lukman Wiratama and the writer, is Lukman Wiratama focused to
know characteristics of slang used and To find out the meaning of slang found
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in Black Eyed Peas‟ in“The E.N.D album, in contrast, is the researcher more
focused to find out slang word used in Freedom Writers Movie, the types, and
the reason they used it.
The last one Researcher is Lastika Ary Prihandoko Student of English
Department of Sebelas Maret University, Surakarta. His analyzed entitled “An
Analysis of Slang Words Used by The Characters in Ramona and Beezus
Movie. in this thesis Lastika Focused on Conducted to investigate the types and
functin of slang words in the movie entitled Ramona and Bezzus Movie. 26 the
different is the researcher more focused to slang word found in Freedom
Writers Movie, the kind of slang words found in Freedom Writers Movie, and
the Function slang of slang words found in Freedom Writers Movie.
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CHAPTER III
METHOD OF RESEARCH
A. Design of Research
The design of research study are descriptive qualitative research,
because this study describes the slang word, types of slang word, the reason
they use slang word in Freedom Writers Movie by Richard La Gravenese
underlying qualitative research method is the belief or assumption that we
inhabit a relatively stable, Uniform, and coherent world that can be measured,
understood, and generalized about.27
The design describes the procedures for conducting the study, including
when, from whom, and under what condition data will be obtained. In other
words, design indicates how the research is done. What happens to the object
and what procedure of data collections are used. The purpose of a research
design is to provide the most valid, accurate answer possible to research
question.
As stated by gray mention that a descriptive involves collection data in
order to get the answer of the research question related to the status of the
subject of the study. 28 A descriptive study determines and report the thing. It
means that descriptive study, the research happen naturally, and the research
has no control over the condition and the situation, and can only measure what
already

exist.
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B. Source
The Source of data in this research are:
1. Primary Data
The data of this research was taken from Script of Dialogue in Freedom
Writers Movie by Richard La Gravenese.
2. Secondary Data
The secondary data in this research was taken from the movie title
Freedom Writers Movie, books, literatures, newspaper, dictionaries and
cyber data that related the topic.

C. Technique of Collecting Data
The data is collect through some steps. They are:
1. Repeatedly watching the movie
2. Reading the film script was gotten from internet access
3. Selecting film script repeatedly while searching the slang words that occurs
in that movie.

D. Technique of Data Analysis
In technique collect of data analysis all data analyzed. There are steps
in technique of data analysis in this research:
1. Identifying and classifying
After the writer collecting all of data the next step was identifying
and classifying the data that are contain in the movie.
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2. Analyzing
After all the data are collected, the writer analysis those data.
3. Conclusion
The last, after the process of analyzed the data complete the writer
concludes all the data of research.

CHAPTER IV
FINDING ANALYSIS
In this chapter the researcher describes the findings of the analysis of
slang words founds in the Freedom Writers Movie as follow:
A. Slang Words Found in Freedom Writers Movie
They are slang words found in freedom writes as follow:
1. Wanna
The slang “wanna” is found in minute 00:09:01. The setting on 203
classroom. This word said by Jamal (student character in that class). He
talks with Erin Gruwell when she is waiting for all students 203 classroom
into the class. Jamal use this word to tease Erin Gruwell because she is a
new teacher and an American. Dialogue quote as follows:
Erin Gruwell: Hi….
Jamal: Hey, girl, you wanna give me some fries with that shake?
Erin Gruwell: My name is Erin Gruwell. Welcome to freshman
English.29
Based on context and dialogue quote above, the words “wanna” refers
to “want to” and based on dialogue context it means “expect or desire to
something”. And this word belongs to society slang because it has
characteristic related and it is often use in daily conversations.
2. Gotta
The slang “gotta” is found in minute 00:10:31. The setting on 203
classroom. This word said by Ben Samuel (student character that class) and
he talks to himself to express his fears of being that classroom because he is
29
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the only one of American student in the 203 classroom. Dialogue quote as
follows:
Mrs. Gruwell: Ben Samuels?
Student: That white boy hoping he's in the wrong room.
Student: I gotta get out of here.
Mrs Gruwell: Sindy Ngor.
Stundent: Right here.
Based on context and dialogue quote above, the words “gotta”
means refers to word “should/must”. And this word belongs to society slang
because it has characteristic related and it is often use in daily conversations.
3. Ghetto-ass
The slang “ghetto ass” is found in minute 00:10:40. The setting on
203 classroom and this word said by Jamal Hill. During the school hours the
teacher (Erin Gruwell) gives a warning to the Jamal, but he directly replies
with informal slang to the teacher, he used this slang to shock or offends the
teacher who is an American. Dialogue quote as follows:
Erin Gruwell: Jamal Hill?
Jamal: Man, what am I doing in here?
Jamal: This whole ghetto-ass class has got people in here. Looking
at like a bad rerun of Cops and shit. You know what I'm saying? It's true.30
Based on context and dialogue quote above, the words “ghetto ass”
means “the minority of group social”. And this word belongs to society
slang because it has characteristic related and it show to social group.
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4. Homey
The slang “homey” is found in minute 00:11:05. The setting on 203
classroom and this dialogue involves two students who argue to express
their selves more vividly. Dialogue quote as follows:
Jamal: Look, homey, I'll beat that ass, homeboy
Andre: Shut your ass up. What's up, homey?
Jamal: I mean, what's up? Sit your ass down, homey!31
Based on the context of dialogue and refers to NTC‟s Dictionary of
American Slang and colloquial Expression 3rd Edition32. The slang “homey”
means “buddy or a pall”. And this word belongs to public house slang
because it has characteristic related with this kind, which is used in informal
occasion in the public, expression of the genial and cheery felling.
5. Punk ass
The slang “Punk ass” is found in minute 00:11:24. The setting on
203 classroom and this dialogue involves two students who were arguing
and pushing each other. Dialogue quote as follows:
Jamal: Sit your punk ass down! Sit your punk ass down, homeboy!
Andre: I will run that ass off the field.”33
Based on the context of dialogue and refers to Urban Dictionary.34
The words “punk ass” means “stupid or obnoxious” (to describe a person).
And this word belongs to society slang because this is common word that
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come from society, develop into daily conversation even has a rude
meaning.
6. What’s up
The slang “what‟s up” is found in minute 00:11:24. The setting on
203 classroom. Dialogue involves two students who were arguing to prove
themselves. dialogue quote as follows:
Jamal: Shut your ass up. What's up, homey?
Andre: I mean, what's up? Sit your ass down, homey!35
Based on NTC‟s Dictionary of American Slang and colloquial
Expression 3rd Edition36. “What‟s up” means “what is going on? or “what is
happening?” (asking for greetings, something happened, news etc). It is
depends on situation. And refers to the context of dialogue situations this
words means offend someone. And this word belongs to society slang
because this is common word is that comes from society, it is used in daily
conversation.
7. Gonna
The slang “Gonna” is found in minute 00:33:09. The setting on 203
classroom. This dialogue happens between Mrs. Gruwell and her student
Andre who is arguing about respect and racial discrimination. Dialogue
quote as follows:
Andre: Why should I give my respect to you?' Cause you're a
teacher? I don't know you. How do I know you're not a liar standing up
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there? How do I know you're not a bad person standing up there? I'm not
just gonna give you my respect because you're called a teacher.37
Based on NTC‟s Dictionary of American Slang and colloquial
Expression 3rd Edition38. The word “gonna” means “will” refers to “going
to”. Based on context of the dialogue, words “gonna” used to make easier
the speaker convey his point directly. And this word belongs to society
slang because this is common word that come from society, it is used in
daily conversation.
8. PO
The slang “PO” is found in minute 00:13:13. This dialogue happens
when one of student retells a story to a friend during class activity at school.
Young people who are mostly Afro-America are arrested and threatened
without knowing their faults. In the dialogue they are talking about
incapability of Police officer in finding justice. Dialogue quote as follows:
Eva Benitaz: My PO doesn't understand that schools are like the
city, and the city is just like a prison, all of them divided into separate
sections, depending on tribes.39
Based on context, slang “PO” is an abbreviation of “Police Officer”
consequently, it is used in order to make conversation easier in some way
(usually quicker). Abbreviation is a way to shorten the dialogue. And this
word belongs to society slang because it is show a social group.
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9. Slanty-eye bitch
The slang “slanty-eye bicth” is found in minute 00:15:51. This
dialogue happens between students characters in 203 classroom during the
school. One of students shouts to another student and uses slangs to shock
or offend someone. Dialogue quote as follows:
Erin Gruwell: Wait! Wait! Please, stay in your seats! Wait! Stay in
your seats! Please!
Eva Benitaz: Slanty-eyed bitch!40
Based on context of the dialogue, the slang “slanty-eye bicth” means
“Asian bitch”, related to the appearance of Asian race which is used widely
among Afro-American to mock their Asian friends. And this slang belongs
to society slang because it is show a social group.
10. Hook up
The slang “hook up” is found in minute 01:19:58. The dialogue
happens between a teacher and a student in the classroom during the school
hours. Dialogue quote as follows:
Eva Benitaz: Are Anne and Peter gonna hook up?
Erin Gruwell: I'm not telling you. 41
Based on context of the dialogue, slang “hook up” is quite taboo to
be said “having sex” so that slang helps to make the conversation easier.
And this slang belongs to society slang.
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11. Nigga
The slang “nigga” is found in minute 00:51:01. This dialogue
happens when one of student retells a story about his life as a gang member
who lives in the midst of a races war. Dialogue quote as follows:
Rico: I sat there till the police came. But when they come, all they
see is a dead body, a gun and a nigga.42
Base Urban Dictionary, slang “nigga” is a word which references to
other Afro-American in a jocular or disparaging manner. However there is a
quite weird distinction between nigger and “nigga”. Nigger is often to
related to the slavery, but “nigga” has a more positive sense because it refers
to freedom. It is used to soften or give more a positive attitude towards the
word to refer Afro-American. And this slang belongs to society slang.
12. Jump (somebody) in
The slang “Jump (somebody) in” is found in minute 00:53:17. This
dialogue happens at school between the teacher and the student. The
students explain the reality in the school when they live among communities
or gangs. The Afro-American experienced such difficult life in the past. It
makes them become a unity and they become members of gangs. This gang
consists of people who share the same experience. Dialogue quote as
follows:
Tito: Every time I jump her in, and make someone a part of our
gang, it‟s another baptism. They give us their life: we give them a new
one.43
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Based on context of the dialogue, slang “jump (somebody) in”
means refers to facing a difficult problem or undertaking with little
experience of it. This slang is often related to a fight, gang fight, free-for-all,
punch-and-jab, fight. An example as retrieved from Urban Dictionary is, “I
was involved in a jump in with some kids”. And this slang belongs to
society slang.
13. Dumbass
The slang “dumbass” is found in minute (00:13:02). The setting is in
the school during the school hours. The conversation happens between two
high school students. They are talking about their lives in high school. They
think that the school is the only place they have in order to hide from
probation officers that threaten them. Dialogue quote as follows:
Eva Benitaz: My probation officer threatened me, telling me it was
either school or boot camp Dumbass. He thinks that the problems going on
in Long Beach aren't going to touch me at Wilson. 44
Based on context of the dialogue, slang “dumbass” means refers to a
stupid or brainless person and it is used to rebel. Rebel in this context is
shown by expressing someone‟s dislike towards probation officer. And this
slang belongs to society slang.
14. Cool
The slang “Cool” is found in minute (01:16:33). This conversation
happens between Mrs. Gruwell and her husband. She tells her husband
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about her first day at school while teaching students. The setting takes place
at home in the evening. Dialogue quote as follows:

Mrs. Gruwell: Something really cool happened today. I got an
honors student.
Her Husband: Congratulations.
Mrs. Gruwell: Isn't that great?
She actually requested my class.45
Based on context of the dialogue, slang “Cool” means refers to fairly
low temperature, soothing or refreshing, or fashionably attractive or
impressive, and also means awesome or popular.46 Slang “Cool” is used in
order to express emotion. She expresses her excitement of teaching students
by using that slang.
15. Dawgs
The slang “Dawgs” is found in minute (00:30:27). This conversation
happens between Mrs. Gruwell and one of her students in the classroom
during the school hours. she is explaining how difficult and how tough
gang‟s life. Dialogue quote as follows:
Mrs. Gruwell: by the most famous gang in history.
Students: That's us, dawgs.
Mrs. Gruwell: You think you know all about gangs?. You're
amateurs. This gang would put you all to shame.47
Based on context of the dialogue, slang “Dawgs” means refers to
close friends and seems rude when it is used in conversation.48 Therefore,
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slang “Dawgs” shows that it is used to identify someone as not being a
member of the group or to exclude someone from membership.
16. Dealio
The slang “Dealio” is found in minute (01:11:30). This conversation
happens when they have party in the class with Mrs. Gruwell to change their
life into better life. They are talking and share each other about someone‟s
personal case (e.g. a love life). Dialogue quote as follows:
Mrs. Gruwell: Okay, you ready to get this party going on?
Students: What? Stop doing that, man.
Mrs. Gruwell: What's the dealio?
Students: Man, I've had boyfriends since I was, like, 11, you know.
Students: I believe you. Shut up.49
Based on context of the dialogue, slang “Dealio” means refers to
deal. Therefore, It was firstly borrowed from another language or did not
take from the American speech, “Dealio” is known as a Spanish origin for
deal. It is another way of saying “deal” in an attempt to seem cool or
superior to the other people who say it normally. 50
17. Gals
The slang “Gals” is found in minute (00:56:06). This conversation,
Mrs. Gruwell is the one who is talking. It happens during one of the class
activities. She asks her students to read a book. She uses a slang „gals‟. The
reason why she uses slang is actually to fit in with the people around her
who are mostly youngsters. Dialogue quote as follows:
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Mrs. Gruwell: Okay, guys, gals. Listen up.The only problem with
this book is. it's about a gang member and there's violence in it, so
you may not be able to read it as part of the curriculum. So, I'm
going to try my best to get permission, all right?.51
Based on context of the dialogue, slang “Gals” means refers to girl.
Urban Dictionary explains that “Gals” is a racist term that was used by
white men to call Afro-American women back in the slavery in the past. It is
also recorded that “Gals” is considered as rude term and should not be used
by anyone, particularly non Afro-American. Although it is actually
considered as a rude for some people, “Gals” is still being used by slang
people nowadays. Today, the slang word „gals‟ is used by people to call
their girl friends.52
18. Ma
The slang “Ma” is found in minute (01:51:01). People who get
involved in this conversation are Mrs. Gruwell and one of her students. The
setting takes place at school during the school hours. Slang W6 makes the
conversation easier in some ways (usually quicker) since slang “Ma” is a
shorter term for “mama” or “mommy” in the Standard English. Dialogue
quote as follows:
Mrs Gruwell: Wait. Guys. Everyone.
Student: No! That doesn‟t fly, Ma!
Mrs Gruwell: Look, first of all, I'm not anyone's mother in here,
okay?
Student: No, it doesn't mean mother. It's a sign of respect for you. 53
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Based on context of the dialogue, slang “Ma” as a noun that
informally refers to one‟s mother. This slang is a shortened version of the
word “mami”, “mother” or “mom” which is used to show respect and this is
mostly used by people who live in the ghetto. Slang “Ma” is used to signal a
female or can also be used as a nickname for one's mother. 54
19. Peanuts
The slang “Peanuts” is found in minute (00:21:47). This
conversation happens during school hours at school. There are two students
who are mocking each other as usually happens in the school. This school is
dominated by the Afro-American students who experienced injustice during
the war. The students hate the White people because of that experience. In
this case slang W8 is used to express someone‟s emotion of anger. B seems
does not like what A has said and then used it to irritate other people since
peanut means “having no or small brain”. Dialogue quote as follows:
Student: Get your ass back to China, all of y'all.
Student: You're all little midget-ass punks. Move before I stomp
your peanuts.55
Based on context of the dialogue, slang “Peanuts” means refers to
also refers to someone that acts out of order, obnoxious, and does not have
the knowledge of the outside world.56
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20. Pops
The slang “Pops” is found in minute (00:20:31). This conversation
happens during the school time between Jamal who is an Afro-American
and one of his friends in the classroom. They are sharing experiences about
the war. At that time, they were powerless and could not help their parents.
Slang in this context is used to imply or refer back to the shared experience.
Another reason is to communicate secretly so that one hearer understands
and another does not. Dialogue quote as follows:
Student: What he does is very sophisticated and cool, actually.
Student: Man-child in the promised land couldn't afford many heroes
Student: Moms was the only one there Pops was a no-show
Student: And, no, I guess you didn't know that I would grow to be so
strong
Student: You looking kinda pale, was it the ale? Oh, pops was
wrong.57
Based on context of the dialogue, slang “Pops” means refers to a
person. This is defined as an informal term for a father that is derived from
baby talk (for examples: dad, dada, daddy, pa, papa, pappa, or pater). Then
since it refers to a person, the word pops has a quite different meaning from
its general explanation that has been said before. Slang “Pops” is a noun
which refers to one's father.58
21. Smoke
The slang “Smoke” is found in minute (01:19:23). This conversation
happens between Mrs. Gruwell and her student Eva in the classroom. They
are talking about a reading homework has been given by Mrs. Gruwell. Eva
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asks the teacher and she mentions slang “smoke” while asking how the story
will be going on next. Mrs. Gruwell seems getting confused with
Eva‟squestion because she uses slang “smoke”. Then Eva explains the
meaning of the word “smoke” more clearly, and then Mrs. Gruwell asks her
to keep reading and find out the ending by herself. Dialogue quote as
follows:
Student: Hi. When is Anne gonna smoke Hitler?
Mrs. Erin Gruwell: What?
Student: You know. Take him out?
Mrs. Erin Gruwell: Eva, this is The Diary of Anne Frank, not Die
Hard. Keep reading.59
According to Urban Dictionary (2015), Slang Smoke has several
meanings. They are (1) to light up a rolled up cigarette or similar instrument
which is usually packed with drugs, (2) to kill, generally with a gun, and (3)
drugs that are smoked or something to smoke, generally weed.60 Another
explanation of “smoke” according to the NTC‟s Slang Dictionary (2000) are
(1) (noun) any leafy organic substance that is ignited and inhaled for
recreation, (2) (verb) to defeat a competitor with full force or vigor,
especially in motor sports or tennis, (3) to play or perform energetically, and
(4) to kill with a firearm or artillery. 61 However, based on those
explanations above, it is obvious that Slang “Smoke” in the movie is slang
because it does not represent the general meaning “smoke”. Slang “Smoke”
in this movie context has a meaning “to kill someone”.
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22. Yo
The slang “Yo” is found in minute (00:08:31). In this conversation
Chris‟ classmate gives him a greeting. Both of them are students in
Woodrow Wilson High School. This conversation happens when they meet
each other in the classroom. Based on the conversation slang “Yo” is used
to fit in with the people around them and to express shared attitudes and
values. Since they live in the school‟s community which is dominated with
Afro-American students, they try to fit themselves with other students by
using slang words that are familiar to be used. Dialogue quote as follows:
Student: Hey, Chris, yo, what up?
Student: Hello.
Student: Hello.
Student: Hey, yo, let's sit right here, man.62
Based on context of the dialogue, slang “Yo” means refers to greet
someone informally, attract attention, or express excitement. It is another
way of saying hello, usually in a friendly or casual manner. It also can be
said as another way of saying “hey” or “hi”.63

B. Kind of Slang Found in Freedom Writers Movie
In this point the researcher will describe about kind of slang words
contained in the Freedom Writers Movie as follow:
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1. Society Slang
As the researcher explained previously in the chapter II, that society
slang shows a joyously, or jauntily over the object and the practices of the
slangter‟s calling. There arises a kind of special vocabulary, which
constantly changing with changing fashion. From the statement the
researcher takes conclusion that society slang such a common words that
comes from society even has rude meaning, but is commonly used in daily
conversation with special vocabulary that easy to change based the era and
trend.
Based on theory above, the researcher categorizes the utilized slang
word who has characteristics belongs to society slang as follow:
1. Wanna
“Erin Gruwell: Hi.
Jamal: Hey, girl, you wanna give me some fries with that shake?
Erin Gruwell: My name is Erin Gruwell. Welcome to freshman
English”64
Based on context and dialogue quote above, the words
“wanna” refers to “want to” and based on dialogue context it means
“expect or desire to something”. And this word belongs to society
slang because it has characteristic related and it is often use in daily
conversations.
2. Gotta
“Ben Samuel: I gotta get out of here.”65
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Based on context and dialogue quote above, the words
“gotta” means refers to word “should/must”. And this word
belongs to society slang because it has characteristic related and
it is often use in daily conversations.
3. Ghetto ass
“Erin Gruwell: Jamal Hill?
Jamal: Man, what am I doing in here?
Jamal: This whole ghetto-ass class has got people in here.
Looking at like a bad rerun of Cops and shit. You know what I'm
saying? It's true”.66
Based on context and dialogue quote above, the words
“ghetto ass” means “the minority of group social”. And this word
belongs to society slang because it has characteristic related and
it show to social group.
4. Punk ass
“Jamal: Sit your punk ass down! Sit your punk ass down,
homeboy!
Andre: I will run that ass off the field.”67
Based on the context of dialogue and refers to Urban
Dictionary.68 The words “punk ass” means “stupid or obnoxious”
(to describe a person). And this word belongs to society slang
because this is common word that come from society, develop
into daily conversation even has a rude meaning.
5. What’s up
“Jamal: Shut your ass up. What's up, homey?
66
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Andre: I mean, what's up? Sit your ass down, homey!”69
Based on NTC‟s Dictionary of American Slang and
colloquial Expression 3rd Edition70. “What‟s up” means “what is
going on? or “what is happening?” (asking for greetings,
something happened, news etc). It is depends on situation. And
refers to the context of dialogue situations this words means
offend someone. And this word belongs to society slang because
this is common word is that comes from society, it is used in
daily conversation.
6. Gonna
Andre: Why should I give my respect to you?'Cause you're a
teacher? I don't know you. How do I know you're not a liar
standing up there? How do I know you're not a bad person
standing up there? I'm not just gonna give you my respect
because you're called a teacher.”71
Based on NTC‟s Dictionary of American Slang and
colloquial Expression 3rd Edition72. The word “gonna” means
“will” refers to “going to”. Based on context of the dialogue,
words “gonna” used to make easier the speaker convey his point
directly. And this word belongs to society slang because this is
common word that come from society, it is used in daily
conversation.
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7. PO
“Eva Benitaz: My PO doesn't understand that schools are like
the city, and the city is just like a prison, all of them divided into
separate sections, depending on tribes.”73
Based on context, slang “PO” is an abbreviation of
“Police Officer” consequently, it is used in order to make
conversation easier in some way (usually quicker). Abbreviation
is a way to shorten the dialogue. And this word belongs to
society slang because it is show a social group.
8. Nigga
“Rico: I sat there till the police came. But when they come, all
they see is a dead body, a gun and a nigga.”74
Base Urban Dictionary, slang “nigga” is a word which
references to other Afro-American in a jocular or disparaging
manner. However there is a quite weird distinction between
nigger and “nigga”. Nigger is often to related to the slavery, but
“nigga” has a more positive sense because it refers to freedom. It
is used to soften or give more a positive attitude towards the
word to refer Afro-American. And this slang belongs to society
slang.
9. Slanty-eye bitch
“Erin Gruwell: Wait! Wait! Please, stay in your seats! Wait! Stay
in your seats! Please!
Eva Benitaz: Slanty-eyed bitch!”75
73
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Based on context of the dialogue, the slang “slanty-eye
bicth” means “Asian bitch”, related to the appearance of Asian
race which is used widely among Afro-American to mock their
Asian friends. And this slang belongs to society slang because it
is show a social group.
10. Hook up
“Eva Benitaz: Are Anne and Peter gonna hook up?
Erin Gruwell: I'm not telling you. 76”
Based on context of the dialogue, slang “hook up” is
quite taboo to be said “having sex” so that slang helps to make
the conversation easier. And this slang belongs to society slang.
11. Jump (somebody) in
Tito: Every time I jump her in, and make someone a part of our
gang, it‟s another baptism. They give us their life: we give them
a new one. 77
Based on context of the dialogue, slang “jump
(somebody) in” means refers to facing a difficult problem or
undertaking with little experience of it. This slang is often related
to a fight, gang fight, free-for-all, punch-and-jab, fight. An
example as retrieved from Urban Dictionary is, “I was involved
in a jump in with some kids”. And this slang belongs to society
slang.
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12. Dumb ass
Eva Benitaz: My probation officer threatened me, telling me it
was either school or boot camp. “Dumbass”. He thinks that the
problems going on in Long Beach aren't going to touch me at
Wilson.78
Based on context of the dialogue, slang “dumbass” means
refers to a stupid or brainless person and it is used to rebel. Rebel
in this context is shown by expressing someone‟s dislike towards
probation officer. And this slang belongs to society slang.
13. Cool
Mrs. Gruwell: Something really cool happened today. I got an
honors student.
Her Husband: Congratulations.
Mrs. Gruwell: Isn't that great?
She actually requested my class.79
Based on context of the dialogue, slang “Cool” means
refers to fairly low temperature, soothing or refreshing, or
fashionably attractive or impressive, and also means awesome or
popular.80 Slang “Cool” is used in order to express emotion. She
expresses her excitement of teaching students by using that
slang, and this word belongs to society slang because it has
characteristic related and it show to social group.
14. Dawgs
Mrs. Gruwell: by the most famous gang in history.
Students: That's us, dawgs.
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Mrs. Gruwell: You think you know all about gangs?. You're
amateurs. This gang would put you all to shame.81
Based on context of the dialogue, slang “Dawgs” means
refers to close friends and seems rude when it is used in
conversation.82 Therefore, slang “Dawgs” shows that it is used to
identify someone as not being a member of the group or to
exclude someone from membership, and this word belongs to
society slang because it has characteristic related and it show to
social group.
15. Dealio
Mrs. Gruwell: Okay, you ready to get this party going on?
Students: What? Stop doing that, man.
Mrs. Gruwell: What's the dealio?
Students: Man, I've had boyfriends since I was, like, 11, you
know.
Students: I believe you. Shut up.83
Based on context of the dialogue, slang “Dealio” means
refers to deal. Therefore, It was firstly borrowed from another
language or did not take from the American speech, “Dealio” is
known as a Spanish origin for deal. It is another way of saying
“deal” in an attempt to seem cool or superior to the other people
who say it normally, 84 and this word belongs to society slang
because it has characteristic related and it show to social group.
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16. Gals
Mrs. Gruwell: Okay, guys, gals. Listen up.The only problem
with this book is. it's about a gang member and there's violence
in it, so you may not be able to read it as part of the curriculum.
So, I'm going to try my best to get permission, all right?.85
Based on context of the dialogue, slang “Gals” means
refers to girl. Urban Dictionary explains that “Gals” is a racist
term that was used by white men to call Afro-American women
back in the slavery in the past. It is also recorded that “Gals” is
considered as rude term and should not be used by anyone,
particularly non Afro-American. Although it is actually
considered as a rude for some people, “Gals” is still being used
by slang people nowadays. Today, the slang word „gals‟ is used
by people to call their girl friends,86 and this word belongs to
society slang because it has characteristic related and it show to
social group.
17. Ma
Mrs Gruwell: Wait. Guys. Everyone.
Student: No! That doesn‟t fly, Ma!
Mrs Gruwell: Look, first of all, I'm not anyone's mother in here,
okay?
Student: No, it doesn't mean mother. It's a sign of respect for
you.87
Based on context of the dialogue, slang “Ma” as a noun
that informally refers to one‟s mother. This slang is a shortened
version of the word “mami”, “mother” or “mom” which is used
85
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to show respect and this is mostly used by people who live in the
ghetto. Slang “Ma” is used to signal a female or can also be used
as a nickname for one's mother,88 and this word belongs to
society slang because it has characteristic related and it show to
social group.
18. Peanuts
Student: Get your ass back to China, all of y'all.
Student: You're all little midget-ass punks. Move before I stomp
your peanuts.89
Based on context of the dialogue, slang “Peanuts” means
refers to also refers to someone that acts out of order, obnoxious,
and does not have the knowledge of the outside world.90
19. Pops
Student: What he does is very sophisticated and cool, actually.
Student: Man-child in the promised land couldn't afford many
heroes
Student: Moms was the only one there Pops was a no-show
Student: And, no, I guess you didn't know that I would grow to
be so strong
Student: You looking kinda pale, was it the ale? Oh, pops was
wrong.91
Based on context of the dialogue, slang “Pops” means
refers to a person. This is defined as an informal term for a father
that is derived from baby talk (for examples: dad, dada, daddy,
pa, papa, pappa, or pater). Then since it refers to a person, the
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word pops has a quite different meaning from its general
explanation that has been said before. Slang “Pops” is a noun
which refers to one's father,92 and this word belongs to society
slang because it has characteristic related and it show to social
group.
20. Smoke
Student: Hi. When is Anne gonna smoke Hitler?
Mrs. Erin Gruwell: What?
Student: You know. Take him out?
Mrs. Erin Gruwell: Eva, this is The Diary of Anne Frank, not Die
Hard. Keep reading.93
According to Urban Dictionary (2015), Slang Smoke has
several meanings. They are (1) to light up a rolled up cigarette or
similar instrument which is usually packed with drugs, (2) to kill,
generally with a gun, and (3) drugs that are smoked or something
to smoke, generally weed.94 Another explanation of “smoke”
according to the NTC‟s Slang Dictionary (2000) are (1) (noun)
any leafy organic substance that is ignited and inhaled for
recreation, (2) (verb) to defeat a competitor with full force or
vigor, especially in motor sports or tennis, (3) to play or perform
energetically, and (4) to kill with a firearm or artillery. 95
However, based on those explanations above, it is obvious that
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Slang “Smoke” in the movie is slang because it does not
represent the general meaning “smoke”. Slang “Smoke” in this
movie context has a meaning “to kill someone”, and this word
belongs to society slang because it has characteristic related and
it show to social group.
21. Yo
Student: Hey, Chris, yo, what up?
Student: Hello.
Student: Hello.
Student: Hey, yo, let's sit right here, man.96
Based on context of the dialogue, slang “Yo” means
refers to greet someone informally, attract attention, or express
excitement. It is another way of saying hello, usually in a
friendly or casual manner. It also can be said as another way of
saying “hey” or “hi”,97 and this word belongs to society slang
because it has characteristic related and it show to social group.
2. Public House Slang
As the researcher has proposed the definition of Public House Slang
in the chapter II is considered as genial, cheery, and materialistic, but it is
not gross or cynical, people can‟t neglect using this slang because it is the
public house group of word and phrases make up for the smallness of the
recorded vocabulary by the nature of the object. And the slang terms of
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publicity are catchy phrase and rhymes that we often use them in
conversations with an easy allusiveness that baffles the foreigner
Based on theory above, the researcher categorizes the utilized slang
word who has characteristics belongs to society slang as follow:
1. Homey
“Jamal: Look, homey, I'll beat that ass, homeboy
Andre: Shut your ass up. What's up, homey?
Jamal: I mean, what's up? Sit your ass down, homey!”98
Based on the context of dialogue and refers to NTC‟s
Dictionary of American Slang and colloquial Expression 3 rd
Edition99. The slang “homey” means “buddy or a pall”. And this
word belongs to public house slang because it has characteristic
related with this kind, which is used in informal occasion in the
public, expression of the genial and cheery felling.
C. Function of Slang Words Found in Freedom Writers Movie
In this point the researcher will describe about the function of slang
words found in the Freedom Writers Movie as follow:
1. To Sheer High Spirits for The Fun Of The Thing In Playfulness Or
Waggishness.
a. Punk ass
Jamal: Sit your punk ass down! Sit your punk ass down, homeboy!
Andre: I will run that ass off the field.
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This conversation happens between two students in the
classroom during the school hours. Both students are arguing and used
slang “punk ass” to shock or offend his friend. The atmosphere is quite
strict and intense, this slang used to offend another person. So that
based on context and refers to the theory, the function slang “punk ass”
in this movie is used in order to sheer high spirits, by the young in heart
as well as by the young in years just for the fun of the thing in
playfulness or waggishness
b. What’s up
“Jamal: Shut your ass up. What's up, homey?
Andre: I mean, what's up? Sit your ass down, homey!”100
This dialogue involves two students who were arguing to prove
themselves. The slang “what‟s up” usually used to a general greeting.
But on this context of dialogue above, slang “what‟s up” used to throw
down the gauntlet and express themselves more vividly. And based on
theory, the function of this slang in this movie is used in order to sheer
high spirits, by the young in heart as well as by the young in years just
for the fun of the thing in playfulness or waggishness.
c. Yo
Student: Hey, Chris, yo, what up?
Student: Hello.
Student: Hello.
Student: Hey, yo, let's sit right here, man.101
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In this conversation Chris‟ classmate gives him a greeting. Both
of them are students in Woodrow Wilson High School. This
conversation happens when they meet each other in the classroom.
Based on the conversation slang “Yo” is used to fit in with the people
around them and to express shared attitudes and values. Since they live
in the school‟s community which is dominated with Afro-American
students, they try to fit themselves with other students by using slang
words that are familiar to be used. Slang “Yo” is also influenced by
Afro-American culture. This slang is used to sign attitudes or values
between them. Slang in this case functions as an expressive tool which
is used in order to express someone‟s feeling and attitudes. It is
included as the expressive function since the most common instances
are swearing words and exclamations usage such as “yo”.

2. To Escape From Clichés, or To Be Brief And Concise.
a. Wanna
Erin Gruwell: Hi.
Jamal: Hey, girl, you wanna give me some fries with that shake?
Erin Gruwell: my name is Erin Gruwell. Welcome to freshman
English”102
This dialogue happens between the teacher and a student during
school hours in the classroom 203. The student tried to tease the teacher
because he doesn‟t like white people. In this context the function of
slang “wanna” in this movie is to be brief and concise and this slang has
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an informational function because it is used to deliver a message or
particular information to the receiver of a language.
b. Gotta
“Ben Samuel: I gotta get out of here.”103
This dialogue happens when one of student talk to himself. He
thought that classroom 203 is not belongs to him, because he is the only
one white people as a student in that classroom. Base on the context and
theory the function of slang “gotta” in this movie is used in order to be
brief and concise and to express the emotion about how he really did
not want to be in that classroom.
c. Gonna
Andre: Why should I give my respect to you? Cause you're a
teacher? I don't know you. How do I know you're not a liar standing up
there? How do I know you're not a bad person standing up there? I'm
not just gonna give you my respect because you're called a teacher.”104
This dialogue happens between Mrs. Gruwell and her student
Andre who is arguing about respect and racial discrimination. The
setting is during the school hours. The slang “gonna” used to express
themselves more vividly than can be easily done in Standard English
and based on the context and theory the function of this slang in this
movie is to be brief and concise in order to make the conversation
easier in some ways (usually quicker)
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d. PO
“Eva Benitaz: My PO doesn't understand that schools are like
the city, and the city is just like a prison, all of them divided into
separate sections, depending on tribes.”105
This conversation happens when one of the students retells a
story to a friend during class activity at school. Young people who are
mostly Afro-American are arrested and threatened without knowing
their faults. In the conversation they are talking about the incapability
of police officers in finding justice. Slang “PO” is an abbreviation of
“Police Officer”. Consequently, the function of this slang in this movie
is to escape from clichés, or to be brief and concise because it is used in
order to make the conversation easier in some ways (usually quicker).
Abbreviation is a way to shorten the conversation.
d. Cool
Mrs. Gruwell: Something really cool happened today. I got an honors
student.
Her Husband: Congratulations.
Mrs. Gruwell: Isn't that great?
She actually requested my class.106
This conversation happens between Mrs. Gruwell and her
husband. She tells her husband about her first day at school while
teaching students. The setting takes place at home in the evening. In
this context, slang “Cool” is used in order to express emotion. She
expresses her excitement of teaching students by using slang “Cool”. In
this context this slang has an informational function because it is used
105
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to deliver a message or particular information to the receiver of a
language.

3. To Enrich The Language By Inventing New Words.
a. Hook up
“Eva Benitaz: Are Anne and Peter gonna hook up?
“Erin Gruwell: I'm not telling you.107”
The conversation happens between a teacher and a student in the
classroom during the school hours. The slang “hook up” is used in order
to make the conversation easier in some ways. In Standard English this
slang is quite taboo to be said “having sex” so that slang helps to make
the conversation easier. Slang is functioned by changing the Standard
English “having sex” into “hook-up”.
Based on context and refers to the theory, the function of Slang
“hook up” in this movie is used to enrich the language by inventing new
words.
b. Jump (somebody) in
Tito: Every time I jump her in, and make someone a part of our
gang, it‟s another baptism. They give us their life: we give them a new
one. 108
This conversation happens at school between the teacher and the
student. The students explain the reality in the school when they live
among communities or gangs. The Afro-American experienced such
difficult life in the past. It makes them become a unity and they become
107
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members of gangs. This gang consists of people who share the same
experience. The slang “Jump (somebody)” in is used since it has
become a habit of mannerism in a particular group in this school. Base
on context and theory, the function of slang “jump (somebody) in” this
movie is to enrich the language by inventing new words. Because of
this slang used to inform someone about an incident so that it is
considered as informative.
4. To Show That One Belongs to A Certain Social Group
a. Ghetto ass
Erin Gruwell: Jamal Hill?
Jamal: Man, what am I doing in here? This whole ghetto-ass
class has got people in here. Looking at like a bad rerun of Cops and
shit. You know what I'm saying? It's true”.109
This conversation involves Mrs. Gruwell and Jamal Hill who is
one of Afro-American students in the classroom. During the school
hours the teacher gives a warning to Jamal, but he directly replies with
informal slang to the teacher. In this context, the function of slang
“ghetto ass” in this movie is to show that one belongs to a social class,
because based on dialogue this slang used to shock or offend the
teacher who is an American. The Afro-American students seem do not
like her because she is an American, and that is why this slang is
considered as an offensive term to show their dislike towards American.
In addition, the most common instances of this function are swearing
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words and exclamations usage. In this case, ghetto is included as
swearing word.
b. Slanty-eye bitch
“Erin Gruwell: Wait! Wait! Please, stay in your seats! Wait!
Stay in your seats! Please!
Eva Benitaz: Slanty-eyed bitch!.110
This dialogue happens between a senior and a junior class
student in Woodrow Wilson High School. This happens during the
school hours. One of the students shouts to another student and uses
slang to shock or offend someone. Based on context and refers to the
theory, the function of slang “slanty-eye bitch” in this movie is to show
that one belongs to a certain group. Because of this slang closely related
to the appearance of Asian race which is used widely among AfroAmerican to mock their Asian friends. In addition the function is used
in order to express someone‟s feeling and attitudes towards a specific
ethnicity or race. This slang has a sense of swearing that is used to
offend one of students in the classroom.
c. Nigga
“Rico: I sat there till the police came. But when they come, all
they see is a dead body, a gun and a nigga.”111
This dialogue happens when one of student retells a story about
his life as a gang member who lives in the midst of a races war. The
slang “Nigga” used to soften or give more a positive attitude towards
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the word „nigger‟. Nigger refers to the Afro-American. Based on
context and refers to the theory, the function of slang “nigga” in this
movie is to show that one belongs to a certain group because in this
context is used to communicate secretly since it is tightly related to the
Afro-American‟s culture. This slang is also used to imply or refer back
to the shared experience and to identify themselves as the members of a
group among the Afro-American communities.
d. Homey
“Jamal: Look, homey, I'll beat that ass, homeboy
Andre: Shut your ass up. What's up, homey?
Jamal: I mean, what's up? Sit your ass down, homey!.”112
The dialogue happens between two students during the school
hours in the classroom. From the conversation, slang “homey” is used
to express individuality. This slang is used to express their selves more
vividly. Slang is used because there are no words that can be used to
express themselves in the Standard English.
On this context and refers to the theory. The function which is
suitable with slang “homey” in this movie is to show that one belongs
to a social class. In this case it is obvious that someone uses this slang
to represent the sense of annoyance to another.
e. Dumbass
Eva Benitaz: My probation officer threatened me, telling me it
was either school or boot camp “Dumbass”. He thinks that the problems
going on in Long Beach aren't going to touch me at Wilson. 113
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The setting is in the school during the school hours. The
conversation happens between two high school students. They are
talking about their lives in high school. They think that the school is the
only place they have in order to hide from probation officers that
threaten them. Based on the conversation above, slang is used to rebel.
Rebel in this context is shown by expressing someone‟s dislike towards
probation officer. One of the students uses the slang “dumbass” in term
of swearing word to signal his agreement towards his friend‟s opinion
about the probation officers. Therefore, in this context the function of
the slang “dumbass” in this movie is to show that one belongs to a
social class because it used in order to express someone‟s attitudes
towards his or her friend‟s opinion.
f. Dawgs
Mrs. Gruwell: by the most famous gang in history.
Students: That's us, dawgs.
Mrs. Gruwell: You think you know all about gangs?. You're amateurs.
This gang would put you all to shame.114
This conversation happens between Mrs. Gruwell and one of her
students in the classroom during the school hours. “Dawgs” seems rude
when it is used in a conversation. Therefore, “Dawgs” shows that it is
used to identify someone as not being a member of the group or to
exclude someone from membership. The communicative function that
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can be inferred from conversation above is the expressive function
since there is a swearing word „dawgs‟ which refers to a person.
g. Peanuts
Student: Get your ass back to China, all of y'all.
Student: You're all little midget-ass punks. Move before I stomp your
peanuts.115
This conversation happens during school hours at school. There
are two students who are mocking each other as usually happens in the
school. This school is dominated by the Afro-American students who
experienced injustice during the war. The students hate the White
people because of that experience. In this case slang W8 is used to
express someone‟s emotion of anger. B seems does not like what A has
said and then used it to irritate other people since peanut means „having
no or small brain‟.
h. Smoke
Student: Hi. When is Anne gonna smoke Hitler?
Mrs. Erin Gruwell: What?
Student: You know. Take him out?
Mrs. Erin Gruwell: Eva, this is The Diary of Anne Frank, not Die Hard.
Keep reading.116
This conversation happens between Mrs. Gruwell and her
student Eva in the classroom. They are talking about a reading
homework has been given by Mrs. Gruwell. Eva asks the teacher and
she mentions slang “Smoke” while asking how the story will be going
on next. Mrs. Gruwell seems getting confused with Eva‟s question
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because she uses slang “Smoke”. Then Eva explains the meaning of the
word „smoke‟ more clearly, and then Mrs. Gruwell asks her to keep
reading and find out the ending by herself. It is obvious that slang
“Smoke” becomes a habit of mannerism among students in Wilson
High School since people outside their community (like Mrs. Gruwell)
do not understand the word. Another reason of using “Smoke” is to
express emotion. Eva expresses her emotion by using “Smoke” which
has a meaning „to kill‟ in Standard English. In this conversation, the
most suitable function is informational when slang “Smoke” is used for
asking information.
5. For ease of social intercourse, (Not to be confused or merged with the
preceding.)
a. Dealio
Mrs. Gruwell: Okay, you ready to get this party going on?
Students: What? Stop doing that, man.
Mrs. Gruwell: What's the dealio?
Students: Man, I've had boyfriends since I was, like, 11, you know.
Students: I believe you. Shut up.117
This conversation happens between two young students at
school. They are talking about someone‟s personal case (e.g. a love
life). Slang “Dealio” is used when it becomes a habit of mannerism
between students in the school to use words from another country and
then adopted the word into everyday language. From the conversation,
“Dealio” is applied in order to appear cool when they can use another
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language from another country. From the analysis, the phatic function is
fit to slang “Dealio”. A student used “Dealio” for asking information so
that it has phatic function. Phatic function means, the slang is relying on
the use of a language as a tool to keep communication lines open or to
keep a social relationship well.
b. Gals
Mrs. Gruwell: Okay, guys, gals. Listen up.The only problem with this
book is. it's about a gang member and there's violence in it, so you may
not be able to read it as part of the curriculum. So, I'm going to try my
best to get permission, all right?.118
This conversation, Mrs. Gruwell is the one who is talking. It
happens during one of the class activities. She asks her students to read
a book. She uses a slang „gals‟. The reason why she uses slang is
actually to fit in with the people around her who are mostly youngsters.
From the conversation, it can be inferred that slang in this context has
the phatic function which relies on the language as a tool to keep
communication lines open, and to keep a social relationship well.
c. Ma
Mrs Gruwell: Wait. Guys. Everyone.
Student: No! That doesn‟t fly, Ma!
Mrs Gruwell: Look, first of all, I'm not anyone's mother in here, okay?
Student: No, it doesn't mean mother. It's a sign of respect for you.119

People who get involved in this conversation are Mrs. Gruwell and one
of her students. The setting takes place at school during the school hours.
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Slang “ma” makes the conversation easier in some ways (usually quicker)
since “ma” is a shorter term for „mama‟ or „mommy‟ in the Standard
English. The student actually uses slang and communicates with deliberate
ambiguity because “ma” can be interpreted as someone‟s mother by
people who do not know the slang. It is also obvious that the student uses
slang “ma” to test whether someone is a member of a group by calling his
teacher „Ma‟. Based on the conversation, Mrs. Gruwell directly refuses
that she is not everyone‟s mother. Therefore, slang “ma” has the phatic
function which relies on the language as a tool to keep the communication
lines open, and to keep a social relationship. The student also calls Mrs.
Gruwell “ma” as a sign of respect.
d. Pops
Student: What he does is very sophisticated and cool, actually.
Student: Man-child in the promised land couldn't afford many heroes
Student: Moms was the only one there Pops was a no-show
Student: And, no, I guess you didn't know that I would grow to be so
strong
Student: You looking kinda pale, was it the ale? Oh, pops was wrong.120
This conversation happens during the school time between Jamal
who is an Afro-American and one of his friends in the classroom. They are
sharing experiences about the war. At that time, they were powerless and
could not help their parents. Slang in this context is used to imply or refer
back to the shared experience. Another reason is to communicate secretly
so that one hearer understands and another does not. The communicative
function of slang “Pops” is phatic in since it relies on the language as a
120
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tool to keep the communication lines open, and to keep the social
relationship well. This conversation happens between students who have
the same bad experiences in the past and they seem familiar with the use
of pops which refers to „father‟ since they are belong to the same
community.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
A. Conclusions
Based on analyzing of the data found in Freedom Writers Movie by
Richard La Graveneset, he researcher would like to draw some conclusions,
they are:
First, there are twenty slang words founds in Freedom Writers movie.
Those are: “Wanna, Gotta, Ghetto-ass, Homey, Punk ass, What’s up, Gonna,
Hook up, Slanty-eye bitch, PO, Nigga, Jump (somebody) in, Dumbass, Cool,
Dawgs, Dealio, Gals, Ma, Peanuts, Pops, Smoke, Yo”.
Second, the slang words used in Freedom Writers movie are
categorized as society slang and public house slang.
The last, the functions of using the slang words in Freedom Writers
movie are to sheer high spirits just for the fun of the thing in playfulness or
waggishness, to escape from clichés by the, or to be brief and concise, to
enrich the language by inventing new words, to show that one belongs to a
social group, and for ease of social intercourse, (Not to be confused or
merged with the preceding.)
After all, there are many reasons of slang use that could be found by
analyzing the Freedom Writers movie. People uses slang in order to get or
deliver information, to express emotion, to symbolize a thing, and also to
maintain the social relationships. Slang has also used to appear cool and to fit
in with a certain community. Slangs in the Freedom Writers movie are uses in
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order to show a social group individuality and also to signal their group
memberships. In addition, slangs words create and influenced by the
historical culture; it means that learning slang is also learning its culture.
B.

Suggestions
In this paper the writer would you like to give some suggestion for the
next researcher. that is the writer expects that this study will be a useful
reference. By providing examples of data and analysis from Freedom Writers
movie, this research study will be beneficial for those who are developing
other similar researches related to slang language in the future. Other
researchers who are interested in conducting similar research studies in
meanings and functions of slang can use this paper as a reference. The writer
expects that there will be a development in studying slangs from various
English speaking communities. The study of slang is still researchable. There
are many places, cultures, and communities in English speaking countries
which can be studied.
Moreover, the writer would like to suggest to all the readers to enrich
the knowledge about standard and non standard language that appears in
society. Furthermore, the writer suggests that studying about Slang language
is not only from the books but also it can be done by watching the foreign
movie to improve the language. Then, the students who are interested in
comprehending the Slang language should join the group of society which is
utilized the Slang in improving their knowledge of language study. Finally,
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the writer hopes this paper will be useful for the future, especially in
improving the English language.
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APPENDIX
TABLE OF SLANG WORDS
This section presents the data in the form tables contain of slang words
found in dialogue of Freedom Writers movie.
No
1.

Slang words

Kinds of Slang

Functions of Slang Words

Found

words Found

Found

Wanna

Society Slang

To escape from clichés, or to
be brief and concise.

2.

Gotta

Society Slang

To escape from clichés, or to
be brief and concise.

3.

Ghetto ass

Society Slang

To show that one belongs to a
social group

4.

Homey

Public House Slang to show that one belongs to a
social class.

5.

Punk ass

Society Slang

To sheer high spirits, by the
young in heart as well as by the
young in years just for the fun
of the thing in playfulness or
waggishness.

6.

What‟s up

Society Slang

To sheer high spirits, by the
young in heart as well as by the
young in years just for the fun
of the thing in playfulness or

waggishness
7.

Gonna

Society Slang

To escape from clichés, or to
be brief and concise.

8.

PO

Society Slang

To escape from clichés, or to
be brief and concise.

9.

Slanty

eye Society Slang

bitch
10. Hook up

To show that one belongs to a
social group

Society Slang

To enrich the language by
inventing new words.

11. Nigga

Society Slang

To show that one belongs to a
social group

12. Jump

Society Slang

(somebody) in
13. Dumb ass

To enrich the language by
inventing new words.

Society Slang

To show that one belongs to a
social group.

14. Cool

Society Slang

To escape from clichés, or to
be brief and concise.

15. Dawgs

Society Slang

To show that one belongs to a
social group.

16. Dealio

Society Slang

For ease of social intercourse,
(Not to be confused or merged
with the preceding.)

17. Gals

Society Slang

For ease of social intercourse,

(Not to be confused or merged
with the preceding.)
18. Ma

Society Slang

For ease of social intercourse,
(Not to be confused or merged
with the preceding.)

19. Peanuts

Society Slang

To show that one belongs to a
social group.

20. Pops

Society Slang

For ease of social intercourse,
(Not to be confused or merged
with the preceding)

21. Smoke

Society Slang

To show that one belongs to a
social group.

22. Yo

Society Slang

To sheer high spirits, by the
young in heart as well as by the
young in years just for the fun
of the thing in playfulness or
waggishness.

